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  About Attensi:   
Attensi is the world’s leading provider of gamified simulation training. Our solutions combine advanced 3D modelling with deep insight into human 
behaviour and psychology, training employees in authentic situations that involve human interaction and operation of business-critical software and 
systems. Attensi has delivered gamified simulation training in more than 140 countries, in over 50 languages, and employs over 230 staff.  
We are headquartered in Oslo, Norway, with offices in London, Boston and Cologne.

POWER OF PLAYPOWER OF PLAY
CRUSH YOUR PRODUCT  

TRAINING SCORE!
THE EXPEDITION APP

EMPLOYEES LOVE TO PLAY
They love the friendly competition between colleagues 

which the points-scoring and leaderboard elements of the 
training brings. That sense of fun brings them back to the 

learning again and again – which makes the knowledge 
much easier to remember.

Boehringer Ingelheim was launching breakthrough treatments for 
two new indications within a short time frame. It was imperative 

that customer facing teams had the right knowledge at the 
right time to ensure the right patients gained access to the 

medications– so top-quality training was critical. 

At the same time, the COVID pandemic created a need for 
innovative methods of creating and delivering high quality, 

remote training in an effective and consistent way. The traditional 
‘classroom training’ methods, specifically to practice objection 

handling with others, was no longer possible.   

The Expedition App meant that these employees were able to 
stay on the top of their game at all times.

IMPACT METRICS: 

Combined total of minutes trained

Employees included in the training

Staff say the learning helped them  
understand the new treatment better

Of knowledge gap closed

Countries globally taking part

Times each user plays on average 

Uses gamified simulations for product 
training. It’s remote bite-sized and 

accessible on any device, anywhere, any 
time; perfect for your sales rep on the road.

The simulated HCP dialogues are incredibly 
accurate creating a learning experience that 

closely replicates the daily experience of 
your customer facing team. And vitally for 

an industry where mistakes aren’t an option 
– reps can learn what they need to know in a 

safe, risk-free environment.


